


All of these numbers should be the same…

Why is DEP assuming the incinerator’s emissions
are 50 times lower than reported to EPA?





Revelation:

Since 2016, there is no penalty for exiting the incinerator 
contract with 180-day notice.  The ash disposal contract 
will be canceled along with it upon closure of the 
incinerator, also without penalty.

No need to wait until 2026.







Because Covanta is permitted to sell renewable credits into 
Maryland’s renewable energy portfolio (which includes 
“waste-to-energy” incineration as a tier one renewable 
energy source), much of the energy produced at the facility 
is displacing clean renewable energy, likely wind, resulting 
in a net harm to the region’s clean energy efforts.

Source: https://lims.dccouncil.us/downloads/LIMS/46554/Other/B24-0079-Request_to_Agendize.pdf

https://lims.dccouncil.us/downloads/LIMS/46554/Other/B24-0079-Request_to_Agendize.pdf










DEP’s EJ Analysis attempting to justify Site 2 Landfill



Minor tweaks in DEP’s weightings result in opposite conclusions



The County Deserves a Better Analysis
DEP’s Analysis Our Analysis

5 Landfills 42 Landfills*
Factors: Exclusion Criteria:
-Class (36%) using poverty rate, median income & median housing value -Class (5 mile <$35K median household income)

-Race (40%) using Black, Hispanic & White -Race (5 mile Black population >30%)

-Population density (4%) -Population (5 mile pop >20K)

-Distance (11%) -Distance (very excessive ones ruled out)

-Remaining capacity (10%) -Public ownership
-Future waste market
-Public opposition
-Gas collection system
Inclusion Criteria:

__________________________________ -Flaring collected gas
* Our analysis rules out Site 2 Landfill -Rainfall
because it creates a new landfill in a risky -Smaller waste company
location, is prohibitively expensive, would -Available capacity
not be available in the short-term, and is -Rail access
not a long-term solution. -Environmental track record





The Five Best Landfill Options
• GFL Environmental’s Sandy Run and 

Southern Allegheny Landfills in PA
(the county would need a combination because the closer 
landfill has limited space)

• Republic Services’ Imperial Sanitary 
Landfill in PA

• Waste Management’s Maplewood 
Landfill in VA and Laurel Highlands 
Landfill in PA





Recommendations:
1) Starting in calendar year 2021, the county should accurately account 
for waste diversion.

a) Stop counting ash as “beneficial use” in county recycling 
percentages.
b) Correct recycling reporting by not counting alternative daily 
cover (ADC) at landfills, or material sent to material recovery 
facilities (MRFs) that is not ultimately recycled.

2) Seek County Council approval for the following changes to the 
Waste Disposal and Service Agreements, as required in the County’s 
Ten-Year Solid Waste Management Plan.



Recommendations:
3) On or before Earth Day (4/22/2021), issue the following RFPs and 
notices:

a) Issue an RFP for truck hauling to a landfill, utilizing the 
exclusion and inclusion criteria outlined within this report in order 
to make the most responsible choice.
b) Give 180-day notice to the Northeast Maryland Waste Disposal 
Authority (NMWDA) to end the incineration contract (by 
10/18/2021, if notice is given on 4/22/2021).
c) Issue request for proposals (RFP) for a new material recovery 
facility (MRF) with material recovery and biological treatment 
(MRBT) capacity.



Recommendations:
4) On Earth Day, announce aggressive pursuit of Zero Waste strategies 
ready to be rolled out in 2021.  Priority programs, even if just starting 
as pilots in 2021, should include unit-based pricing, aerobic 
composting of source separated organics, and a deconstruction mandate 
for reusable building materials.

By October 2021, cease use of the MCRRF and switch to truck 
hauling to one or more existing landfills.  Once MRBT is operating, 
switch to only sending reduced, stabilized residuals to landfill.
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